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‘The classification of the 1293 (simpliciai) 3-spheres with nine vertices into polytopal and 
nonpolyk>pal spheres, started earlier, is completed here. It is shown that there are 1 112 
polytopal and 154 nonpolytopal such spheres, and a fast procedure for their construction 
is described. 
1. Mroductiou 
In [3]. [4] and [S] the (combinatorial types of simplical) 3-spheres with nine 
vertices (briefly M”‘s) were enumerated, and their number was shown to be 1296, 
Most of them were classified into polytopal and non-polytopal spheres, with just 
63 M% remaining undecided. The main purpose of the present article is to 
complete that classification by showing that 62 of those 63 are polytopal, and that 
the remaining case, I%& is not polytopal. The subscript x in M refers to the 
ordinal number of that 3-sphere in the catalogue of all the 1296 M”s. The 
catalogue is ordered lexicographically with respect first to f3, the number of 
3-simplices, and next to the determinant of the edge-vaience matrix. In the few 
cases which share both f3 and the determinant, the order is casual. 
We begin, however, by defining two operators 0 and CT* on simplicial 3- 
spheres, and by studying the application of c and o* to our M“‘s. This investiga- 
tion originally led to a conjecture of a. general nature (see end of Section 2) which, 
if true, would have implied that 62 of the 63 M”s under consideration are 
polytopal (see [S, Section 6, Remark 6, and ‘*Added in proof”]). Since we 
believed the 63rd case to be polytopal too, we concentrated our efforts on proving 
that all 63 cases are polytopal. We succeeded in doing so in 62 cases, tire 
remaining case being M& which the conjecture implied would also be polytopal. 
Finally, the SecolJd author showed M& to be non-polytopal, thu:; disproving the 
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Table 1. The number of different types of simplicial 3-spheres with nine 
vertices. with respect to the number of 3-simplices 
0. of 3-simplices Polytopal spheres Non-polytopal spheres 
17 7 - 
18 23 - 
I9 45 - 
20 84 - 
21 128 - 
22 172 3 
23 212 11 
24 209 22 
25 163 46 
26 76 45 
27 23 27 
Total 1142 I54 
general conjecture. Nevertheless, the study of the operations (+ and u* seems to 
be of inter’zst as it provides a relatively simple method of constructing all 1296 
M“‘s, and Section 2 is devoted to it. 
In Section 3 we describe the method whose computer implementation yielded 
realizations of 62 of the 63 w’s as polytopes, and in Section 4 we prove wbs to 
hc non-polytopal. The entire classification of the w’s is summarized in Table 1. 
We hope that the methods used here and in [S] might be of help in the search 
for an explicit algorithm, which will decide in a reasonable time, whether a 
combinatorial sphere is or is not polytopal. Our notation and terminology follows 
[S]. We should note, however, that the definition of a combinatorial n-sphere as 
given in the first paragraph of [S] is incorrect, in the sense that it does not agree 
with that of Alexander [ 11. With it, as shown by an example given by Edwards [7], 
the theorem that every n-sphere is an n-manifold is false. The correct definition 
should be, following Alexander [l], that a combinatorial n-sphere is a simplicial 
w-complex which has a common subdivision with the boundary complex of an 
(n -+ 1 )-simplex. However, it follows from [9] that both definitions agree for n = 3, 
and thus this error does not affect the rest of [5]. The same remark applies also to 
[2:. We wish to thank IX. Stanley of M.I.T. for drawing our attention to this error. 
2. The transformations CT and CT* 
Definition. Let K be the simplicial 3- l..amplex composed of three 3-simplices 
xy& .rybc, xyac and their faces, and let I. be the simplicial 3-complex composed 
of the two 3-simplices x&c, yabc and their faces. (See Fig. 1.) The five vertices x, 
y, a, b, c are assumed to be distinct. Let M be a (combinatorial) 3-manifold. If 
K c M and abcg M, we say that the transformation (T is applicable bo M at K, and 
WC define cri<(M) = (M\K) U L. If L c M and xy& M, we say that the transforma- 
tion u’ is applicable to M at L, and we define a:(M) = (M\L) U K. 
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Fig. 1. 
Note that a and U* are inverse to each other, in the sense that if U is applicable 
to Ad at K, then o* is applicable to oic (M) at k and &Q(M)) = M, and if g* is 
applicable to M at L, then (T is applicable to a?(M) at K, and u,&$( M)) = M, 
Topologically, (7 and (T* do not change M. That is, both lqJM)I and Ioz(M)I 
are homeomorphic to IMl. In particular, if M is a 3-sphere, then both Q(M) and 
a?(M) are 3-spheres. (Compare [2, Section 51.) I-Iowever, 
f&K(M)) = fo(M) = fo(&M)), 
(*) f&(M)) + I = f,(M) -= fi(&M)) - I, 
L(g&M)) + 2 = f2(M) = f,@(M)) - 2. 
When the choice of the particular subcomplexes K and I. of M is immaterial, 
we omit the subscripts K, L and write simply a(M) and n*(M). 
The set of the 1296 M’s becomes partially ordered by defining M < N iff there 
are M9’s MO = M, M,, . . . , M,=lV such that ti(Mi)=Mi+,,OSi<n. Adding a 
least element 0 we could a priori hope that this partially ordered set satisfies the 
Jordan-Dedekind chain condition with height function h(M9) = f,(M”) - 17 (see 
[6, p. 51). This would have been the case if (T were applicable to each M’ with 
f3(w)> 17 and f i U* were applicable to each w with f3(w) ~27. An investiga- 
tion of the w’s, however, shows that though U* is applicable to each My witi; 
f3(M”) < 27, a is not applicable to precisely three M9’s with f3(1LI()) > 17. They 
are, wz9 with F,(M9,,) = 18 and det wz, = 320000 (the determinant of the edge- 
valence matrix), M& with f3(M&) = 19 and det Mz = 45056, and bc, with 
f,(M&) = 20 and det M& = 0 . 
The transformations u and U* are closely relaterl to the stellar operations 
studied by Ewald in [$I, and in particular to the bistellar operations studied by 
Pachner in [lo]. They are just Pachner’s bistellar l-operation and 2-operation o \ 
simpiicial 3-complexes. The transformation T of [2, Section 51 is a combination of 
(T and U* We nDw define a graph G,, on all the 3-spheres with n vertices. as 
follows: 
Definitioa. For every n 2 5 let A” be the set of all (simplicial) 3-spheres with n 
vertices. Let G,, the a-g~uph on Ju”, be as follows: The vertices of G,, are the 
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members of A”, and two vertices M and IV in G, are joined by an edge iff either 
(r(M) = Iv or U*(M) = IV. Since by a preceding remark (y(M) = IV iff U*(N) = M, it 
follows that G, is an undirected linear graph. 
Uing a computer, we established the validity of the following: 
Theorem 1. For each n s 9, the (T -graph G,, is connected. 
This motivates the tollowing conjecture, to which we do not wish to commit 
ourselves tot firmly: 
Conjecture 2. For every IZ, the a-graph G, is connected. 
Pachner proved ([ 10, Theorem ‘71) that for every 11, if G’, is the subgraph of G, 
spanned by the polytopal simplicia’l 3-spheres with IZ vertices, then there exists a 
connected subgraph of G, which contains G:,. 
Using Theorem 1, the transformations u and U* can be used for reproducing 
the catalogue of the 1296 M“‘s as follows (compare [2, Section 6, Remark 51). 
C’haosc some M“ (e.g., the boundary complex of the cyclic 4-polytope with 9 
vertices), and apply to it <I and (T* in all the possible ways, i.e., at all the 
pcrmissihle subcomplexes K and L of M, thus obtaining a “second generation” of 
~S/I“*s, Next. u and CT* should be applied to each M” of the second generation, to 
yield a third gcnerstion, etc. Of course, each new M“ thus obtained must be 
compared to all the previous ones for isomorphism, in order to avoid duplicates. 
This East step is most time consuming, but can be Ivoided by using the fact that 
almost every pair of M“‘s differ either by f3. the number of 3-simplices. by 
the dctcrminant of the edge-valence matrix or by the set of links of the vertices. 
6IVost differ cvcn by the list of valences of the vertices in those links, which is 
readily read from the edge valence matrix.) The only exceptions are Mb and M, of 
15. Table 21, which share the same f3, determinant and set of links. For the 
convcnicncc of the reader svilling to reproduce the catalogue we list here all 
triples (~1. h. c) such that there are c > 1 M”‘s with the same fs = cl and determin- 
ant h. 
(1%. 0.3). (I& 230400,4). (19,374528,2), (2&O, 9), (20,262144,2), 
(2().49152(). 2) (20,622592,2), (20,8B200,2), (20, 112640$2), (21,0,2). 
(21. 12W968.2), (21,1317888,3), (22,3,3), (22,341?480,2), 
(2.3.96WW.2,. (24,0,2) (24, 10616t;32,2), (25,22896720,2). 
A close examination of all the 1222 M”‘s that were classified in [3], [4] and [5] 
yicldcd the conjecture that if M, N are M”‘s such that a(M) = N and M is 
polytopal, then N too is polytopal. This Ien us to conjecture that an application of 
fr ‘0 a pcjlytopal 3-sphere always yields a polytopal .3-sphere. The 11 M’s out of 
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the remaining 74 undecided cases, which were later shown to be non-polytopal 
(see [S, “Added in proof”]), conformed to this conjecture. This conjecture, if true, 
would imply that 62 of the 63 remaining cases, including N&-,3, are polytopal. 
However, as shown in Section 4, w 963 turns out to be non-polytopal. Thus ?_%s 
conjecture is false, but among all the M%, Me3 is the only counter example. This 
fact enables us to decide, in the above reconstruction of the catalogue of all t.he 
’ M’s, which of the M’s are polytopes. For this one must know a priori which of 
the A4% with f3(M”) = 27 are polytopes, and they are listed in detail in [3]. One 
must also know for which polytopal spheres M with f3 < 27, there is no polytopal 
sphere q such that a(q) = M$ There are only two such cases, namely: MTi,, 
with f3 = 26, det l = 30764448, and ,%&, with f3 = 26 and det l = 58875552. 
3. Polytopal realization of 62 M% 
Suppose M is a polytopal simplicial s-sphere with nine vertices 1,2, . . . ,9, 
which is directly obtainable from a 3-sphere M’ at the vertex 9, and 
F,,FZ,~~., F,, are the facets of M. Let P = conv{B’: 1 s i ~9) be a convex 
4-polytope which realizes M, with the point P’ E R4 corresponding to the vertex i 
of M. We also say that P’, . . . , P9 is a realization of M. 
Forj=l,..., m define the functions <pi : R4 * R by 
‘pi(X) = 1 Pp Pp Pp Pp 
1 p’p p$ p$i p$l 
where 
Fi =(jlj2j3j4) (l~jl-=j2<j3cj4~9) 
Pk = (Pt, Pi, Pt. P,k) and x = (x, , x2, x3, x4). 
I 
Now gj(X) > 0 and qj(x) ~0 define two open half-spaces, H’ and H-, in R4. If 
kl, k2ti Fj(i.e., kl, k2&{jl, j,, j3, j4}), then P”1 and Pkz belong to the same halfspace 
defined by qj. If k E 4, then cpi(Pk) = 0. 
Call a realization Pl, P2, . . . , P’ of M’ extendable if there is a point P’E R4 
such that P’, . . . , P9 is a realization of M. We now consider the functions qj for a 
fixed extendable realization P’, . . . , PR of M’. If 9 sf Fj and k & Fj, call qj positive if 
gj(P”) > 0 and negative if qj(Pk) < 0. Clearly the classification. Is independent of 
which of the k’s we select. 
If 9 E Fj, there is a unique Fi such th(at 9 ~5 Fi and Fi and 4 intersect in a 
2-simplex. Suppose Fi = (il i2 i3 i4) and i,& Fjm Then if follows from the properties 
of determinants that 
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%)efine q, to be positive if cpi is positive and r is odd, or vi is negative and r is 
even, Ohmvise define qj to be negative. Let Ej = 1 if qj is positive, Ej = - 1 if qj 
is negative, and let O/(k) = cjqj(Pk)* 
The realizability of M requires that e,(k) > 0 for all i and k 4 5. However, if 
Fl and k # 9, ej( k) > 0 automatically since P’, . . . , P8 was a realization of M’. 
Therefore any p that satisfies the system of inequalities 
YA) 
e,(9) > 0 for i SU& that 9 & Fj, 
8,(k)>O for i such that 9Ee and k&Fj 
will provide a realization of M. 
Jf L = link(9, M) is a triangulation of the 2-sphere with f facets (triangles), then 
system (A) contains Sf + m - f = m + 4f inequalities. We now show that many of 
these are redundant, i.e., they define the same half-space as some other inequality 
in the system. 
We will write (j, (w ) - (i, p) if e,(a) > 0 and @(@) > 0 define the same half-space. 
This clearly defines an equivalence relation in the set of inequalities, and we can 
reduce the : ize of system (A) by picking one representative in each class. 
If Fi = (i, i2 i3 i4) and Fj = (il iz is 9) have a 2-simplex in common, 
and 9& Fj, then (i, 9) -(it i,). For such Fi we can drop the inequality 
0. 
The redundancies contained in the set 
Oj(k): 0 for 9~4 and k&e 
are best investigated by looking at L = link(9, M). 
Consider two adjacent 2-simplices in L (see Fig. 2). If fi = {a, b, c, 9) and 
I;I = (d, 6, c, 9}, then (i, d) - (j, a). Here set notation is uqed to indicate that thle 
vcrticcs arc not necessarily in increasing order. 
Consider the configuration that arises when three 2-simplices in L meet at a 
vertex of valence 3 (see Fig. 3). 
If 6 = (a, b, c, 9}, 4 = (a, 6, d, 9) and Fk = (a, c, d. 9), then (i, d) - (j, c) - (k, 6). 
If fo(f.) = 4, (i.e. Fig. 3 depicts the entire link L), then Fh = {b, c, d, 9) is also in M 
and (h, a) - (i, d) - (j, c) - (k, b). In all other cases no two vertices of valence 3 in 
1, are adjacent. 
Suppose t corresponds to a triangulation of the 2-sphere with f faces, e edges 
and zj vertices. Previous considerations imply that each face gives rise to 5 
non-equivalent inequalities. For faces having a common edge, two of the ten 
inequalities are equivalent. For faces meetnag dt a vertex of valence 3, 3 of the 15 
Fig. 2. 
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inequalities are equivalent, while if u = 4, exactly 4 
equivalent. 
of the 20 inequalities are 
Let A be the number of facets of M which have no 2-simplex in common with 
L, and let t be the number of vertices of valence 3 in L. If v = f,(L) = 4, (A) 
contains exactly 17 + h = 17 + m - 8 = m + 9 independent inequalities. 
If v = f,(L) z=- 4, there are cy = 5f- e + t + A independent inequalities. Since 
3f=2e and v-e+f=2, we obtain ar =7(,v-2)+t+X. 
Hence by expanding the requisite determinants by minors and dropping the 
redundant inequalities, we can reduce (A) to the form 
(B) i UijZi > bi where i = 1, . . . , CY, Zj = I”. 
j=l 
aij and bi are known constants depending on P’, . . . , P8. 
System (B) need not possess a feasible solution for a particular vertex x 1;’ M, a 
particular 3-sphere M’ from which M is directly obtaindble at X, or a particular 
realization of M’. However, for each of the 62 3-spheres which were found to be 
polytopal, there was some vertex x and some 3-sphere M’ and some realization of 
M’ for ~‘~hich (B) did have a solution. These solutions were found using the 
standard devices of linear programming. 
Actually, the 62 M% under consideration were shown to be directly obtainable 
from five 3-spheres MS with 8 vertices which, in turn, are directly obtainable from 
the boundary complex of C(7,4), the cyclic 4-polytope v&h seven vertices. A 
realization of C(7,4) is readily found. From it,, using the methods described 
above, realizations of the five MS’s were obtained, and from these we obtained 
the realizations of the 62 M%. 
For obvious reasons, we cannot include here the detailed list 0% the 62 M9’s and 
their realizations. However, this information can be obtained upon request from 
the third author. 
4. A non-polytopal 3-sphere 
The facets of M& are as follows: 
1235 1289 2345 2689 3689 
1237 1356 2347 34.59 4567 
1256 1368 2456 3478 4579 
1268 1378 2467 3489 4789 
1279 1789 2579 3569 5679 
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Table 2. 
XI 
coordinates 
X;! x3 x4 
: 0 6 ; d 1 
0 0 0 0 
e f g h 
i j k I 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
111 n 
0 1 fl 0” 
Suppose there is a polyztope P in R4 such that the boundary of P is such a 
J-sphere. 2679 is a facet of P which does not contain vertex 3, so we can choose 
w.1.o.g. the coordinates of the vertices with respect to an orthonormal basis as in 
Table 2 (otherwise consider first a suitable affine transformation), where a, b, 
c, . . . , p are unknown reals. 
Each determinant in Table 3, when set equal to zero, yields the equation of the 
supporting hyperplane of P determined by the facet of P indicated in the left side 
of the determinant. 
Determinants connected by a double arrow take equal values different from 
zero when the variables x1, x2, x3, x4 in each determinant are replaced by the 
coordinates of that vertex which does not belong to the corresponding facet but to 
the o:her. 
Thus the signs of all determinants are equal if vertices are considered which 
Hong to P but not to the corresponding facet. 
In particular facet 2679 and vertex 3 imply that all these determinants are 
positive. 
Now choose facets and vertices as in Table 4. 
We get from (2), (9) and (l), (13) cbm C= abo < acn. Thus (14) yields 
(17) c-=X. 
We get from (3), (12) and (4), (16) eIzj < e@ efhi. Thus (15) yields 
OW h<O. 
NOW 
(3, (6). (7) and (17), yield acjlpcbcelp, 
W. (51, (8) and (17), yield bcelpcbc rt 1 m 
(21, (5), (9) and (18), yield b c h 1 m ( a b h I o, 
~W2)JlO) and (18), yield ubhZo<abhkp, 
(1),(6~,(W and (18), yield abhkpcachjp, 
(1MW12) and (17): yield achjpcacflp, 
hut a c f 2 p C a c f f p is a contradiction. 
Thus M tF3 is not polytopal. 
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Table 4. 
facet + vertex to get inequality 
323799 
1237+6 
2347 + 9 
2347 + 6 
3569 + 7 
3689 + 7 
2347 + 1 
3478 + 9 
12%9+ 3 
3hN9 + 5 
1.3569 2 
9567 + 3 
1368+ 2 
1237~35 
2345 t 7 
34SY * 7 
(1) UC0 
(2) b>O 
(3) e>O 
(4) f<O 
(5) ICO 
(6) p>O 
(7) af<be 
(I)) epchm 
(9) cm C a0 
(IO) lo< kp 
(11) bkccj 
(12) hicfl 
(13) cncbo 
( 51, an<bm 
(15: fi<ej 
(16) hi<eZ 
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